
Project Profile

St. Cloud Technical and Community College
St. Cloud, MN

Challenge: Remodel the former 
Charter Building into new offices for the 
President and her staff all while including 
fresh furniture reflecting a southwest feel.

Solution:  Keeping in mind the 
requirements of this quickly expanding 
school, KI selected diverse furniture 
solutions that would exhibit the southwest 
feel St. Cloud Technical and Community 
College wanted.  A variety of seating 
options with complementary fabric 
types created uniformity throughout 
the building. Impress® task seating and 
Mesa™ lounge seating provided for 
an efficent and comfortable working 
environment, all while supporting the 
school’s emphasis on the importance 
of ergonomics. The end result was an 
incredible, consistent look and feel that 
blends together beautifully throughout 
the building. 
  

Darwin® casegoods allows for a sophosticated look while providing maximum storage 
capacity. In addition, Cinturon™ task seating and Mesa™ lounge seating deliver comfort and 
luxury, promoting a relaxing office atmosphere.

Mesa lounge seating  and Rado™ 
table work together to enhance  the 
southwestern feel.
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Mesa task seating creates a productive 
and functional area, while fun patterns and 
colors reduce stress in the meeting space.

Darwin® casegoods provides the storage 
capacity needed, allowing for optimal 
organization while complementing the 
space with a clean aesthetic.



Quatro™ guest chairs and Barron® 
table promote simplicity, yet still produce 
a relaxing but professional meeting 
ambience.
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Arissa® lounge seating and ottoman with 
Rado™ tables enrich the southwestern 
look required by the customer and 
provide additional seating for guests.

Impress seating ensures a comfortable 
working environment while WireWorks® 
panel system offers additonal storage and 
maximizes space.


